immunology in laboratory animals, to the clinical exploitation of immunotherapeutic manoeuvres and the effects of other modalities, particularly chemotherapy, on parameters of the immune response. In addition, there is a comprehensive chapter on immune deficiency states associated with lymphoreticular malignanev.
Since the publication of the first edition (1970) cellular immunology has seen numerous advances, particularly in the classification of subpopulations of lymphoid cells.
This has led to new insights into the classification and therapy of lymphoid neoplasms on the one hand, and to a greater awareness of the potential diversity and complexity of anti-tumour effector mechanisms on the other. This new information is well represented, though the evidence that human tumours possess specific antigens against which the host mounts a defensive response, remains inconclusive. It is a concept which clinicians and scientists alike passionately wish to believe.
The book is a valuable assemblage of information in the effects of cytotoxic therapy on immune function, particularly from recent studies of leukaemic children on longterm remission schedules of chemotherapy. The influence of steroids on adaptive and nonspecific immunity is discussed, and particular attention is given to the problem of the infectious complications which may ensue in patients on anti-cancer drugs, including prophylactic measures. In addition, the use of immunosuppressive anti-cancer drugs, both in diseases where disordered immune function is suspected, and in the suppression of the allograft rejection reaction in human transplantation, is discussed, and the importance of immunosuppressive therapy. in the latter context, and in the treatment of autoimmune diseases, is evaluated.
The nonclinical sections of the text, dealing mainly with the antigens of experimental neoplasms, immunosurveillance and the nature of anti-tumour immune responses, are comprehensive and frequently detailed. For the clinician, this information will prove adequate enough, if not overwhelming. Its relevance to the multifarious problem of human malignancy will be less apparent, though he will detect a distinct bias in favour of a viral involvement in the aetiology of at least some human neoplasms.
There is little doubt that as a means of investigating aspects of the fundamental biology of malignant transformation, immunological concepts and techniques have made a significant contribution. In its applied aspect, particularly in relation to immunotherapy, the impact of the discipline has been less clear, though there are approaches which may yet justify the present pervasive interest in this area. M This book combines very successfully all the known features of these fascinating yet exasperating tumours of the sympathetic nervous system. Three chapters are devoted to the clinical behaviour of these tumours, in different sites and at all ages, including an important chapter on its special behaviour in infancy. The problems of skeletal metastases, their detection and prognosis are covered well in a separate chapter.
G. Sitlow et al. describe the changes in catecholamine metabolism which occur in patients with neuroblastoma, and discuss the study of the changes in urinary excretion of catecholamines and metabolites, both for diagnosis and surveillance during therapy.
Two chapters cover the histogenesis, pathology and biology of the neuroblastoma, including the studies on nerve growth factor, and in Zivo and in vitro studies on the growth of neuroblasts.
The immunological patterns of children with neuroblastoma are described, and the place of possible immunotherapy, and the problems still to be solved if this is to be used successfully are fully discussed, including the warning that at present this type of therapy may even be dangerous.
The whole span of tumours of sympathetic nerve tissue is completed by an excellent chapter on the benign ganglioneuroma.
There are excellent chapters on the respective roles of all three modes of treatment (namely surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy) which may be used in the management of children with neuroblastoma. all the contributors being aware of the considerable shortcomings of their own mode.
Finally, the Editor summarises the factors, such as age, stage and site of primary, which are important in assessing prognosis.
His final remark reads: "'The unique biological characteristics of this tumour require further study in the hope of providing more effective therapy", which all who have experience of this tumour will endorse.
There are many references.
This is an excellent monograph on neuroblastoma: it maintains the high standard set by the Editor in his book on WVilms' tumour.
D. PEARSON
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